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Abstract

This paper discusses the trend of the emotional labor research object from the external customers to the internal customers of the organization, and separately reviews the study of subordinates' emotional labor on supervisors and the study of supervisors' emotional labor on subordinates. Finally, the paper identifies several future research directions, including the measurement of emotional labor between supervisors and subordinates, the research of the relationship between positive leadership behavior and subordinates' emotional labor, and the integrated research between supervisors' and subordinates' emotional labor.
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1. Introduction

Emotional labor refers to the employees who express and adjust their emotions according to the way expected by the organization in their interpersonal interaction of the work. Emotional labors, the concept officially being put forward by Hochschild in 1983, have been largely researched by later scholars, which has accumulated fruitful results, including from the initial qualitative research to empirical research later on, from the psychological level of personal emotion research to organizational behavior study of workplace emotional labor research. These studies mainly include: the expansion of the emotional labor definition, dimensions and discussion, updating and improving the scale, the construction of theoretical framework, enriching the research methods, the
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The antecedent and consequence variables of emotional labor research, etc. [1]. These studies not only have a certain theoretical significance, but also provide a lot of guidance for the management practice.

In previous studies, most scholars’ research objects are limited to the first-line service personnel. However, Hochschild think emotional labor also exists to customers within the organization (such as bosses, colleagues and subordinates). Some scholars also called for research on emotional labor in the internal organization, especially on the interaction between the upper and lower levels [1]. In later studies, some scholars have broadened the scope of emotional labor research in the aspect of subordinates’ emotional labor on their supervisors. However, Humphrey think supervisors also need the emotional labor on subordinates. So they proposed concept “leadership through the emotional labor on subordinates between the upper and lower levels”, which has opened up a new research direction of emotional labor in the future [2].

This paper separately reviews the study of subordinates’ emotional labor on supervisors and the study of supervisors’ emotional labor on subordinates. Finally, the paper identifies several future research directions, including the measurement of emotional labor between supervisors and subordinates, the research of the relationship between positive leadership behavior and subordinates’ emotional labor, and the integrated research between supervisors’ and subordinates’ emotional labor.

Hochschild first proposed the concept of emotional labor in 1979, and formally gave the definition of the word in 1983, which refers to “Staff is committed to emotional management, in order to create facial expressions or body movements other people are willing to see in public, and emotional labor can be sold for wages, therefore it has exchange value” [1]. It is important to note that this definition was put forward by Hochschild after detailed analysis of the work was conducted in the frontline service of the flight attendants. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Rafaeli and Sutton made a series of qualitative research on emotional labor in different industries, which caused the scholars’ research interest. Later, Hochschild further expands the definition of emotional labor. She believes that emotional labor is across all walks of life, including both the external customers and internal customers (like colleague, boss, subordinates) [1]. Grandey, from the perspective of emotional labor intrinsic psychological processing, proposes that emotional labor is the necessary psychological adjustment process put forward for expressing emotions group expects [3]. Similarly, according to Diefendorff and Gosser, emotional labor is defined as “employees continue to monitor whether there is a difference between their own emotions performance and organization performance rules, and try to adopt a certain emotion regulation strategies to reduce the differences of psychological process” [4].

Although scholars have put forward a variety of similar definitions, the concept of emotional labor has three obvious characteristics: Firstly, the interpersonal behaviors occur in work; Secondly it needs to follow certain rules, which can be written, also exists implicitly in interpersonal behaviors; Thirdly, the mechanism of emotional labor is emotion regulation. Zongyou Wu (2013), the scholar, Launched a heated discussion from the perspective of the above three characteristics, which finally concluded that emotional labor was applicable to the interaction between higher and lower levels of the organizations [5]. Therefore, this paper holds that, whether from Hochschild’s definition of emotional labor, or from the other scholars’ arguments, the concept of emotional labor applies to organizations in the process of interaction between supervisors and subordinates, and the study should be conducted within and outside the organization.

Emotional labor strategy is the most core content of emotional labor, even Grandey and Diefendorff think emotional labor strategy refers to the emotional labor [6]. Hochschild divides emotional labor into the surface acting strategy and deep acting strategy. The surface acting strategy is a kind of external surface disguise, which refers to the personal efforts to change the external visible surface emotions, to cater to the demand of emotional expression. However, the emotions they really want to express and its inner emotions are not consistent; Deep acting is a kind of disguise from inside out, which refers to make efforts to match the real emotional experience with organizational expectations through a variety of emotional management if there is a difference between the personal inner true feelings and work roles or organizational expectations [7]. Although there are various scholars who proposed the classification of many emotional labor strategies from different angles, later scholars mainly focus on this two path divisions in empirical research.

2. The Evolution of Emotional Labor Concept in Organizations

2.1. The Limited First-Line Service Personnel Research

Although Hochschild, according to the study of the first-line service personnel, put forward the concept of emo-
tional labor, he did not believe that the study of emotional labor is only limited to the frontline service process, which, however, become a kind of common phenomenon in management research at home and abroad [1]. Ashforth and Humphrey pointed out that the foreign researches of emotional labor are too limited to the first-line staff, and more attention should be paid to the interactions among the members of the organization; Humphrey, Wu and Hu also agree that we should pay attention to the emotional labor research between supervisors and subordinates [8] [9]; Inputting the word “emotional labor” into the CNKI (National Knowledge Infrastructure of China), according to the search method of full text and selecting the subject categories from the psychology and the enterprise economic papers, you will eventually get 172 papers of emotional labor theme in journals, of which 126 study object in Ph.D. Dissertation are limited to the first-line service personnel, the remaining 46 article involved in the interaction between the supervisors’ and the subordinates’ emotional labor research, such as Liu Chao survey the data of service-oriented businesses to study, the relationship among the leadership style, emotional labor and organizational citizenship behavior [10]. Liu Chao also studied the relationship between emotional labor and the role of the employee organizational identification [11]; Around the theme of emotional labor, Xupei Li and Wang Zhen studied the relationship between transformational leadership and emotional labor strategy [12]. In conclusion, the study of emotional labor is mostly limited to the first-line service personnel, and the emotional labor research on the upper and lower levels within the organization still needs to be increased.

As to the reason for this phenomenon, barger and Grandey considered first-line service personnel’s work involves emotions on customer transmissions, which will directly influence the customer’s evaluation of the service [13]. Scholar Wu (2008) thinks that there are three main reasons for this phenomenon: Firstly, as stated above, Hochschild put forward the concept of emotional labor according to the service research of first-line flight attendant, of which there are many discussions of emotional expression and regulation about the works of flight attendant service; Secondly, because of the frequent contact between first-line service personnel and customers, emotional labor is relatively important to the requirement of the mood. It does matter whether the first-line service personnel show appropriate emotions at the appropriate time directly affect the personal service quality and customer evaluation in the process of service. Therefore, scholars often put the first-line service personnel as a typical object of emotional labor research. Thirdly, some important theoretical model of emotional labor are mostly based on the first-line service personnel’s work [14], therefore some high quality papers published in top journals are so influential that some more scholars are keen to study this subject.

2.2. Internalization of Emotional Labor

Academic circles in foreign countries have very early called for emotional labor research to make the shift from the first-line service contact to the internal organization, especially emotional labor between supervisors and subordinates. Most scholars believe that it will hinder the development of emotional labor research if emotional labor research object is limited to the first-line service personnel. Actually, Hochschild, as to the definition of emotional labor, thinks that other social relations can also lead to emotional labor, beyond the first-line service work [15]. Hochschild proposed that an object of emotional labor can also include the internal customers, such as colleagues, superiors and subordinates [1].

After Hochschild formally putting forward the concept of emotional labor, Morris and Feldman built the theoretical framework of emotional labor based on service work, and they emphasized that each position within the organization also contains the rules of emotional expression and regulation of specification, so the concept of emotional labor can be applied to internal and external organization [16]. The scholars Huijun Zhao and Yanping Xi also thinks, the research object of emotional labor has significantly “window” characteristics to the service-oriented enterprise employees, but the scholars need to notice that emotional labor exists in various groups, such as colleagues, supervisors and subordinates [17].

3. Emotional Labor between the Upper and Lower Levels of the Organization

Generally speaking, because the supervisors relatively have advantages over subordinates in power and status, subordinates is usually expected to show emotion labor on supervisors, in order to facilitate the establishment of a harmonious relationship between the upper and lower levels, to make work smoothly. However, Humphrey pointed out that, in addition to subordinates’ emotional labor, the supervisors also need to commit an act of emotional labor, because supervisors need to strive for the positive reaction of subordinates through individual...
emotional expression, in order to achieve the benefit of the teamwork and organizational objectives [18]. Therefore, it formed two camps in the research on emotional labor between the upper and lower levels of the organization: one part of this research is concentrated on subordinates’ emotional labor [19]-[21], and another part of this research concentrated on supervisors’ emotional labor [22] [23].

3.1. Subordinates’ Emotional Labor on Supervisors

In the study of the interactive process of emotional labor between the supervisors and the subordinates, subordinates’ emotional labor get more research attention, which is mainly because the supervisors’ social status rank higher, and lower social side often needs emotional labor to avoid disadvantages; In addition, in their daily work, subordinates need to work according to the instructions of their supervisors, and the subordinates cater to the supervisors’ command through the emotional labor, which is the duty for subordinates [17].

Rafaeli and Sutton launched the qualitative research on emotional labor, and later scholars follow the theme to carry out the qualitative research. The Wichroski’s study found that the work of the Secretary involved emotion regulation, which needs to follow more emotional acting rules [24]. Lively’s study found assistant lawyer need to adjust personal emotions according to the principle of expertise, obedience and care, thus allowing themselves to be able to be eligible subordinate [25].

We all know that the negative leadership behavior of supervisor is easy to cause the subordinate emotional responses, especially emotional labor [26]. And abusive management in recent years has become a research hotspot, so many scholars combine abusive management with subordinates’ emotional labor research. Grandey attempt to testify the correlation between supervisor’s verbal abusive behaviors and subordinate’s emotional labor relationship. The results show that there is no significant relationship [27]. Wu believes that the reason is that there are some problems about Grandey’s scale. Grandey’s scale is used to measure customer service process of emotional labor, which may not suitable for measuring the relationship between higher and lower levels of emotional labor. To solve this problem, Wu measured the subordinates’ emotional labor, and found that the abusive management playing an intermediary role through the subordinates’ emotional labor, namely the higher authority Subordinates perceived, the more emotional labor abusive of management led subordinates to invest [19]. Carlson, who also did the corresponding research, found that surface acting playing an intermediary role in the relationship between supervisors’ abusive management and subordinates’ job burnout, but Carlson ignored the path of the deep acting in the study [20]. In view of this, Wu and Hu’s studies, based on action theory, have found that, abusive management has positive correlation with the subordinate’s surface acting, and has a negative correlation with subordinate’s deep acting, which indicates that outgoing character will regulate relationship between abusive management and two kinds of emotional labor strategy [28].

Authoritarian leadership is a general leadership style in Chinese cultural context, and easily leads to subordinates’ emotion regulation effect, so this subject has also been a hotspot by later scholars. Jingyi Xu found that, the more the negative perception subordinates had, the more emotional labor the subordinate will use to inhibit the negative emotion when the supervisors are more inclined to authoritarian leadership style [29]. Wu found that supervisors’ authoritarian leadership can positively predict subordinates’ emotional exhaustion, and negatively predict subordinates’ job satisfaction, of which emotional labor plays an intermediary role in these two relations. This paper also found that subordinate personal tradition will regulate the relationship between authoritarian leadership and subordinates’ surface acting, deep acting. Personal tradition not only weaken positive relationship between authoritarian leadership and subordinates’ surface performance, but also enhance the possibility of subordinates’ deep acting strategies which subordinates will take in the face of authoritarian leadership style [29].

3.2. Supervisors’ Emotional Labor on Subordinates

As early as Hochschild put forward the characteristics of emotional labor, it is pointed out that the leadership also needs to carry out emotional labor. Later, Humphrey proposed the concept of emotional labor in subordinate, and opened up a new direction for the study of emotional labor. Humphrey suggested that “through the emotional labor to carry out the concept of leadership”, supervisors show appropriate external mood so as to exert some influence on subordinates’ emotion, motivation and job performance, and deep acting is better than surface acting. Johnson’s study also found that supervisors’ emotional labor is closely related with subordinates’ morale and job performance [30].
In the emotional labor research of supervisors’, most scholars stay in reviewing the theme of emotional labor, but there also have a small amount of empirical research. Liu Chao studied the influence of supervisors’ emotional labor on transformational leadership and organizational identification in the context of Chinese culture, and empirical research found that surface acting had negative correlation with organizational identity, while supervisors’ deep acting and sincere acting had positive correlation with organizational identity, of which transformational leadership plays the part of the intermediary role in relationship between organizational identity and the supervisors’ emotional labor [31].

4. Conclusions and Recommendations

4.1. Future Research of Concept Measurement

In the empirical research, the accuracy of the measurement scale has a direct impact on the scientific research results. Therefore, the scale development of a good reliability and validity is very important. As to the theme of emotional labor between higher and lower levels of the organization, although a certain empirical researches have been accumulated, this paper thinks that measure tools used by scholars are questionable and to be improved, because most scholars have used the scale originally developed from first-line service personnel. As mentioned earlier, there are some differences between the first-line service personnel of emotional labor and organizational emotional labor, of which its connotation may also has the difference, and may affect measurement accuracy with the kind of measure scale. Friesen and fish used the measure scale adapted from the Grandey’s scale, which is used to measure emotional labor behavior of the school administrative personnel; Although Chao Liu, Jingyi Xu and Jieyun Zan used the Peijun Wu’s scale, whose validation was verified and testified appropriate for the situation of China, the scale is still based on the Grandey’s scale, of which the emotional labor practices were used to survey first-line service personnel. Some items such as “when I face the customer, not just feel happy in appearance, also in the heart”, may not be appropriate for being used to measure the supervisors’ emotional labor on subordinates.

Zongyou Wu proposed that we could collect emotions events and resulting labor behavior between the supervisors and subordinates by the method of observing the behaviors. This bottom-up induction method has certain advantages, which are beneficial to develop emotional labor scale. Future research can refer to this proposal for scale development.

In addition to the negative leadership behavior, scholars should also pay attention to the relationship between positive leadership behavior and subordinates’ emotional labor research. There is a little research in this aspect, such as Liu Chao’s research involves the relationship among the transformational leadership, subordinates’ emotional labor and organizational citizenship behavior [11]. When leaders show the positive behavior, such as support, trust and respect, will subordinates reduce the emotional disguise and adjustment and show true self because of the leader’s positive performance? Or, because of the leaders’ trust, care and understanding, subordinates are expected to positive emotional response to the leadership. Whether will this make the subordinate show a positive mood to take more emotional labor practices? These questions are yet to be further researched in the future.

4.2. Future Research of the Relationship between Positive Leadership Behavior and the Emotional Labor of Subordinates

From a subordinates’ emotional labor research review we can see, due to the supervisor’s negative leadership behavior, it is likely to cause subordinates’ emotional labor and emotional regulating [7]. Therefore, many scholars have studied the relationship between abusive management and subordinates’ emotional labor. At the same time, the relationship between authoritarian leadership and subordinate’s emotional labor is a hotspot in the research for scholars, and most of the results are negative [29]. According to fiedler contingency theory, there is no absolute right and wrong way in the leadership, and the effectiveness of leadership is situational attribute and determined by the characteristics of subordinates [17]. While authoritarian leadership emphasizes the control of the subordinates and authority, it does not necessarily lead to negative effects, according to the study of Zongyou Wu and Hongyi Liao [32]. And this paper holds that, the study of relationship between the negative leadership behavior and subordinates’ emotional labor should adhere to double path: the surface acting and deep acting, striving for further refine research, rather than only consider the emotional labor as a general concept in
4.3. Recommendations

Previous studies on the theme of emotional labor habitually split the relationship between supervisors’ and subordinates’ emotional labor. Epitropaki’s study found that the supervisors’ emotional labor will affect subordinates’ emotional labor to through the perception of transformational leadership, and subordinate will produce corresponding emotional labor, which opened a research idea for us, and also can carry out a research direction in the future [33]. Hareli and Rafaeli think that, in interpersonal emotional process, the side of the emotional behavior may cause the other side’s mood change, or will cause the other side to guess intent behind the emotional side, and to show the corresponding responses [34].

Although scholars have been talking about and making analysis on emotional labor integration, there is still lack of discussion and empirical research on the mediating mechanism. Based on the previous literature review, there are several intermediary mechanisms which may connect with the emotional labor between supervisors’ and subordinates’: Firstly, on the basis of study of Gardner et al., perceived sincerity may be one of the intermediary mechanism, because subordinates will take corresponding strategies of the emotional labor by judging the supervisors’ emotional labor sincerity; Secondly, according to the social learning theory, due to supervisors’ model effect, the supervisors are often regarded as subordinates’ role models and learning objects, and subordinates will observe and imitate their supervisors’ behavior and performance [35]. Therefore, subordinate may learn the ways of supervisors’ emotional labor through social learning mechanism; Lastly, according to Lawler’s emotional social exchange theory, subordinates will make attribution of supervisors’ emotional labor, find out the source, and then take corresponding emotional strategies. If subordinates are aware of surface acting of supervisors, they may produce negative feelings, and hide their true emotions by surface acting strategy [36]. However, the above three intermediary mechanisms still need to be further empirically researched by the scholars. Whether are there other intermediary mechanisms? Which intermediary mechanism is the most obvious? Whether do these intermediary mechanisms play a different role in the surface acting and the deep acting of emotional labor? Whether will there be cross effect between intermediary mechanisms? In addition, discussions of the above three kinds of intermediary mechanism are all standing in the perspective of subordinates. Does subordinates emotional labor behavior trigger corresponding emotional labor of supervisors? Will these mechanisms still apply? These issues are to be further studied in the future.
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